COMPUTER APPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS

---CS 170 RECITATION 1 BY BO QU
SELF INTRODUCTION

TA: Bo Qu

Email: bq24@scarletmail.rutgers.edu

Office Hours: Wed 9:00pm – 10:00pm. Hill378

Lab Support: Wed 10:15 am - 12:15 am ARC
What do we do

- Introduce and expand some knowledge talked in the lecture. (HTML, JavaScript, Excel)
- Do some exercises to have a deeper understand of what we learned.
What do we need

- Everyone should have a netID and Rutgers Scarletmail Email Account.
- Text Book “Fluency 6”
TA Extra Credit Points

- 4 points for Attendance
- 2 points for samples extra credit assignments
- 4 points for TA quizzes
- 2 points course evaluation
As for Recitation Classes

- No food or beverages.
- No working on unrelated stuffs. (Assignments, email, games, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc)
- Speak up when you have questions
As For Assignments

- Remember The DUE DATE (on Sakai)
- Late assignments are graded at half credit (by Accept Until Date)
- Assignments are NOT accepted via email
- Everyone has one FREE LATE, MUST contact TA BEFORE using it
- Contact Dean’s Office when in emergency
- No Copying Assignments (0 points and other punishments )
- No resubmission is allowed, thus CAREFUL before submit the assignment
Remember

- Questions are Welcomed in class, via email or during office hours!

- **TA**: Bo Qu

- **Email**: bq24@scarletmail.rutgers.edu

- **Office Hours**: Wed 9:00pm – 10:00pm. Hill378

- **Lab Support**: Wed 10:15 am - 12:15 am ARC
Introduction to SAKAI

Sakai is a learning management system designed for helping professors supplement their courses with online resources, exams, assignments, and more.

http://sakai.rutgers.edu

Announcement, Resource, GradeBooks, etc